Dark Moon Magic

Something supernatural has trailed Regina
Moon to Groves, Arkansas where shes in
hiding from an abusive former lover. A
practicing Wiccan, she knows dead ravens
littering her backyard signals trouble, as
does her undeniable attraction to the towns
sheriff, Trace Langston. Trace swore off
women because of his cheating ex-wife.
That is, until the fiery and seductive Regina
opens shop and strange things start
happening. Bewitched and bewildered by
her, he soon wonders if she hasnt put a
spell on him. When a local man is
murdered, and a woman disappears,
suspicion transforms the once quiet
community into 1692 Salem, with all eyes
on Regina, and while she and Trace try to
stay one step ahead of a stake burning, they
expose a cold case sealed within a circle,
and unleash a passion no spell could
conjure.
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